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ABSTRACT
According to the year 2010 report of the Entertainment
Software Association [5], 42% of USA heads of households
reported playing games on mobile devices, rising quickly
from the 20% in 2002 and bringing huge market for mo-
bile games. In this paper, by taking the popular game,
Find-the-Difference (FiDi), as a concrete example, we ex-
plore new mobile game design principles and techniques for
enhancing player’s gaming experience in personalized, auto-
matic, and dynamic aspects. Unlike traditional FiDi game,
where image pairs (source image vs. target image) with M
different patches are manually produced by game developer
and players may feel boring or cheat after practicing all im-
age pairs, our proposed Personalized FiDi (P-FiDi) mobile
game may be played under a new Snap & Play mode. The
player may first take photos with one’s mobile device (or
select from one’s own albums). Then, these photos serve as
source images, and the P-FiDi system automatically gener-
ates the counterpart target images by sequential operations
of aesthetic image quality enhancement, image patch and
differentiating style joint selection, music adaptation, dy-
namic difficulty level determination, and ultimate automatic
image editing with a rich set of popular differentiating styles
used in traditional FiDi game. Finally, the player enjoys the
unique gaming with one’s own (instant) photos and music,
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Instant Play Game Mode

(a)

1. Take a photo

2. play

(b)
Figure 1: (a) Snap & Play gaming mode for Personalized
FiDi (P-FiDi) mobile game, where the instantly captured
photo is used as source image, and the system auto-generates
the counterpart target image with M different patches. (b)
The interface for the basic version of P-FiDi. For better
viewing, please see the original color pdf file.

and the freedom to have new gaming image pairs any time.
The user studies show that the P-FiDi mobile game is sat-
isfying in terms of player experience.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Applications and Expert
Systems; H.5.1 [Information Interfaces And Presen-
tation]: Multimedia Information Systems

Keywords
Personalized, Snap & Play, Games With a Purpose, Auto-
matic, Dynamic, Advertisement, Edutainment

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper1, by taking the popular game, Find-the-

Difference (FiDi), as a concrete example, we explore new
mobile game design principles and techniques for enhancing
player’s gaming experience in personalized, automatic, and
dynamic aspects. FiDi game is very popular and welcomed.

1This is a simplified version, please check our website for the
long version.
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Figure 2: The proposed framework for the automatic and
dynamic P-FiDi mobile game. For better viewing, please
see the original color pdf file for all images.

There are averagely about 180, 000 players simultaneously
online at 8 : 00 pm in the QQ game2, the biggest online
game society in China. A typical interface is shown in Fig-
ure 1(b). There are two images displayed in pair. The left
image is called source image, while the right one is called
target image. The source image and the target image are
almost the same except for M (generally 5) small different
patches between them. The differences can be produced
using many different change/differentiating styles, such as
color change, deformation, adding new items, deleting exist-
ing items and so on. The player can gain the corresponding
score by identifying each difference within pre-set time. De-
spite the success of traditional FiDi game, it is imperfect as
many other general games. First, the target images are gen-
erated manually by software experts, which is generally very
time-consuming. Second, the provided images are specifi-
cally provided by game developer, which may not well fit
player’ taste, and thus the player will be easy to feel boring.
Finally, the available number of image pairs is limited and
the involved differences for each image pair are fixed, and
thus an experienced player can remember all the different
patches and their corresponding differentiating styles, which
may easily lead to cheat in gaming process. On the other
hand, through playing FiDi, the player can develop the capa-
bility of observation, relax mood and simultaneously browse
many high-quality photos. Owing to its popularity and the
close relation with multimedia techniques, we select FiDi as
the example in this paper to investigate how to enhance user
gaming experience with multimedia techniques.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
To provide player individually unique experience, we de-

sign and implement the P-FiDi system by considering the
following key elements. (1) The most important quality we
emphasize is naturalness. All the generated patches with
changes should visually look seamless with the source image.
(2) We target a personalized system which serves each in-
dividual player with tailored visual & audio experience and
difficulty level setting. (3) The overall system is automatic
and dynamic, the latter of which guarantees the freshness
of the game and avoids the possible boring sense. These
key elements severe as guidelines for us to design the entire
mobile game.

The flowchart of the P-FiDi system is shown in Figure 2.
First, user uploads a source image to the system either by
taking a photo or choosing an existing photo. Meanwhile,
the meta data of user personal music are sent to the back-

2http://qqgame.qq.com

end along the the source image. The whole back-end pro-
cessing contains three components sequentially. The first
component aims to provide unique audio-visual experience
to player. Visually, the source image may be aesthetically
enhanced. For audio part, the emotion of the source image
is extracted/estimated and the music with consistent emo-
tion is recommenced as gaming background music. In the
subsequent patch and differentiating style selection phase,
the photo is segmented into smaller patches. Face, facial
component alignment and text detection are also used to
generate some semantic patches if available. They all serve
as the processing units in the following steps. According to
the gaming rules, up to M (5 in this work) patches are se-
lected to perform changes and their corresponding differen-
tiating styles are determinated simultaneously. In figure 2,
the patch-style selection matrix is represented by a map,
where each segments are colored according to their corre-
sponding to their differentiating style. Finally, the patches
undergo the selected changes and the counterpart target im-
age is generated. Finally the target image along with the
recommended music is sent back to the front-end, and the
user plays with the generated image pair with the selected
background music. The system records the player’s perfor-
mance information, which is used to adjust difficulty level
dynamically.

3. TECHNIQUE DETAILS
3.1 Visual-Audio Experience Enhancement
3.1.1 Photo-Quality Aesthetic Enhancement

An implicit purpose of the P-FiDi game is to browse many
esthetic images. Moreover, a key factor to foster player’s
adhesion is the pleasant gaming experience. However, most
players are not professional photographer, so it is necessary
and important to first perform photo-quality aesthetic en-
hancement when necessary.

To enhance the aesthetic effect of photos and better at-
tract the mobile game players, some user-provided photos
may need pre-processing. We mainly focus on two categories
of photos for such a pre-processing, a) images containing sin-
gle foreground objects, and b) scene images containing no
definite foreground, such as landscapes or seascapes [2].

3.1.2 Background Music Recommendation
For P-FiDi game, proper background music may promote

the game experience. In our implementation, the music is
from the music album in one’s mobile device. We mainly
consider two factors in the background music recommenda-
tion process: user’s own preference and the cross-modality
image-music emotion consistency

By combing the user preference score p and the emotion
similarity m, the final recommendation level r for each music
track can be computed as:

r = αp+ (1− α)m, (1)

where α is a tunable parameter, which is set as 0.7 in our
implementation. Finally, the music with the maximal r is
selected as background music.

3.2 Patch and Differentiating Style Selection
The first step of fully automatical creation of the counter-

part target image is to select some basic processing units as
the candidate change receivers. Basically, we need determine
where to change and how to change, which is a patch-style
joint selection process. Based on this process, further image
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editing operations can be conducted to change each selected
patch with the determined differentiating style accordingly.

3.2.1 Changeable Unit Generation
To reduce the computational cost, we use mean-shift algo-

rithm [4] to decompose the source image into several small
size patches, which serve as the basic processing units in the
P-FiDi system. Besides the segmented patches, two other
kinds of semantic patches are dealt with separately, i.e the
face area [12]and text area.

3.2.2 Patch-Style Joint Selection
Patch-Style Joint Selection Matrix: The selected

patches and potential adopted differentiating styles combi-
nation are represented as an N × K indicator matrix S,
where K is the number of candidate differentiating styles,

The non-zero elements Sij indicates that the i-th patch
is selected to undergo the change with the j-th differenti-
ating style. Each row represents a patch and each column
corresponds to a differentiating type.

Objective for Overall Fitness: The patch-style fitness
matrix C is of the same size as S, with element Cij corre-
sponding to the preference of patch i to undergo the j-th
differentiating style. The definition of C shall be given in
Section 3.3.

Objective for Spatially Dispersed Distribution: To
synchronize with gaze movement on the image, it is intu-
itively reasonable to distribute the changed patches dispers-
edly in the image. To describe the patches’ spatial distances,
we define an N ×N matrix D, with each element describing
the pairwise spatial distance between two image patches. We
also define a matrix R ∈ RN×(N×K) to sum over s for each
patch. In the i-th row, the (i− 1)×K+ 1 to the (i×K)-th
elements are of value 1 and others are zeros. Then (Rs)i
indicates how many differentiating styles have been selected
for the i-th patch.

There also exist some extra constraints over s to guarantee
the validity of the patch-style joint selection.

Binary Property Constraint: First, s should be bi-
nary, namely, s ∈ {0, 1}(N×K)×1.

Total Change Number Constraint: To ensure the
total number of changes is M , we have

∑N×K
i=1 si = M .

Each Patch with at Most One Change: It is natural
to restrict that each patch can only undergo one differenti-
ating style, namely, (Rs)i ≤ 1,∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}.

Change Style Diversity: The diversity is important
to enhance the interestingness of the game, and the system
should generate as many kinds of changes as possible for
each image. Specifically, we restrict that each image cannot
contain one certain differentiating style for more than twice.
So we define a K × (N ×K) indicator matrix T .

Overall Formulation: In summary, the patch-style joint
selection problem is formulated as follows:

max
s

cT s+
1

2M
sTRTDRs

s.t. (Rs)i ≤ 1, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} ;

(Ts)j ≤ 2, ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K} ;

N×K∑
i=1

si = M ; s ∈ {0, 1}(N×K)×1. (2)

This optimization problem can be transferred to a spe-
cific Binary Quadratic Programming problem [9]. However,

the optimal solution cannot be obtained in polynomial time.
There exist many solutions, e.g MOSEK [1], to relax this
problem either using Semidefinite Programming or spectral
relaxation [9]. But optimal solution need huge amount of
computation.

3.2.3 Criterion for Patch-Style Fitness
In P-FiDi system, the number of changes is fixed to be

M , and theoretically, each patch can undergo any kind of
change. However, each differentiating style has its preference
in patch properties. For example, adding small items onto
flat region is more natural and easier to implement than
onto complicated regions. We enumerate the definition for
style-specific fitness, and present four features for judging
whether one patch is suitable for one specific differentiating
style, i.e. patch size, shape of patch, local contrast and color
variance. The fitness value of a patch for differentiating style
j is finally trained with a weighted sum of these features.

3.3 Auto-Generate Counterpart Target Image
In this subsection, we elaborate on auto-generating the

counterpart target image with various image editing opera-
tions over the selected patches with their corresponding de-
termined differentiating styles from the six candidate styles:
changing color, deformation, adding items, erasing items,
text change and facial change.

Changing Color: In P-FiDi system, two methods, color
transfer [11] and color harmony[3], are adopted to change
the color of the selected patch. The specific change method
is determined randomly. The randomness of color change
strategies further strengthens the system to be more dy-
namic.

Deformation: To deform a selected patch, we first gen-
erate a mesh (grid) G over this region. Then we map this

mesh onto a predefined template or randomized mesh Ĝ.
Every grid in the mesh has one-one correspondence with
the original mesh G. For each grid, we use color interpola-
tion to generate the new texture. Finally, the obtained new
texture for the given region is embedded into the original
image using Possion Editing [10].

Adding Items: We adopt two methods to add items into
the image. The first is to insert a small item into the selected
patch. We collect 120 categories of small items, including
animals, daily tools, vegetables, and so on. The category of
the item to insert is determined by the scene property of the
source image. For example, it is more natural to add a clock
rather than an ambulance into an indoor image. The second
method is to copy the selected patch to its neighborhood.
We scan every patch around the selected patch, and choose
the flattest one as the destination patch. Then we use alpha
matting [13] to implement the patch copy.

Erasing Items: The fourth differentiating style is to re-
move and then refill the selected patch.Two inpainting meth-
ods are implemented for such a purpose. One is based on
examples [7], and the other is based on solving Partial Dif-
ferential Equations (PDE) [8].

Text Change: The fifth differentiating style is related
with texts. We apply a text detector [6] to obtain the text
region in the source image. Then based on the detected text
parts, we project the pixels towards the bottom border of
the text bounding box. Based on the projected histogram,
we can segment the text into several letters. After obtaining
the letters, three types of changes can be done, i.e., chang-
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ing letter’s color, copying certain letter to its surrounding
position and switching the letters’ order.

Facial Change: For the last differentiating style, we first
use the state-of-the-art level face detector [12] to localize the
face region. Then a template matching method is applied to
align the face so that we can localize the eyebrow, eye, nose
mouth, and facial contour. Then we can proceed several
changes such as enlarging (shrinking) the eyes or mouth,
lengthening (shortening) the eyebrow. Even more, we can
add some items to the face such as mole or ink spot. These
changes are subtle and hard to be recognized even if it is on
the face.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we systematically evaluate the P-FiDi mo-

bile game. 400 images from two contributors (also partic-
ipants of user studies) and 30 advertisement posters from
Flickr.com are used as the personalized photo album. These
daily photos record many ordinary life moments, such as
children’s birthdays, friends’ graduation ceremonies, friends
gathering, spring outing and so on. In total, 30 friends of the
two contributors are invited to participate the user-studies.
There are 20 females and 10 males. Their ages vary from 10
to 50.

4.1 User Experience: P-FiDi vs. FiDi
As the game interface design is not the focus of this work,

we focus on the quality of the generated source-target image
pairs for player experience study and the image pairs from
P-FiDi and traditional FiDi games are all played with the
same gaming interface in Figure 1. For comparison, we ran-
domly download 15 source-target image pairs from Tecent
QQ website, referred to as QQ-FiDi, and another popular
FiDi website 3, referred to as Web-FiDi, respectively. The
source-target image pairs from these two popular FiDi game
providers are used as baselines and sent to the 30 players.
Another 15 images pairs are randomly selected from the per-
sonalized photo album and also sent to each player. The or-
der of QQ-FiDi, Web-FiDi and P-FiDi is shuffled randomly
for each player. After players have played all the 45 im-
age pairs, they are asked to evaluate these three systems
from five aspects: 1) image naturalness, 2) interestingness,
namely whether playing the game is of fun, 3) style varia-
tion richness, 4) content affinity, namely whether the game
gives the player an intimacy feeling, and 5) games with a
purpose (GWAP), namely whether the players may acquire
some extra information by playing the game.

All the evaluations are categorized into five levels, i.e.
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, indicating ‘very bad’, ‘bad’, ‘average’, ‘good’
and ‘very good’, respectively. The average statistics from
the 30 participants are shown in Figure 3. From the re-
sults, it is observed that, overall, P-FiDi outperforms the
other two baselines, and the superiority is very obvious in
terms of GWAP and content affinity aspects. Possible ex-
planations include: 1) players are the friends of the photo
contributors, and thus they may feel these source-target im-
age pairs very familiar and attractive, and 2) players can
obtain much useful information by playing with commercial
posters, e.g., the players shall know when the movie ‘king’s
speech’ is going to release by playing with its movie poster.
The image naturalness of the P-FiDi system is comparable
with, though slightly worse than, QQ-FiDi. It is reasonable
since the target images from QQ-FiDi are all manually de-
signed by experts and the images are all carefully selected.
3http://spotthedifference.com/explorer.asp
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Figure 3: The user experience comparison between P-FiDi
and two baselines from five aspects.

Figure 4: Some results of P-FiDi. The changed parts are anno-
tated with yellow ellipse or arrow.

4.2 Discussions
To show P-FiDi is technically feasible in generating nat-

ural target images with desirable differentiating styles, the
combinational results are shown in Figure 4. More results
along with the front-end of the P-FiDi4are available online.
These results well validate the technical feasibility of the
P-FiDi system.
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